SERVIAM VACCINATION CENTER
SERVIAM “I will Serve” which every student in Ursuline schools
lives with not only when they go to school but also when they
have become alumni. Alumnae of St. Maria, St. Theresia, and St.
Ursula Schools are called to take part in helping the government
to overcome the Covid 19 pandemic. This is part of SERVIAM's
call in real life: not thinking about one's own interests but also
thinking about others. This awareness arises because we all
want this world to be immediately freed from the Covid 19
epidemic which has claimed so many victims.

Unexpectedly many people wanted to help. When we
opened the opportunity for volunteers, health workers
signed up beyond our expectation. Such a large fund
was needed that it made us shrink, but with enthusiasm
the alumni looked for sponsors so that prior to
implementation the funds would be ready because of
the generosity of the people. Apart from that,
bureaucratic matters were also a challenge, but thanks
to the alumni's determination to help many people, all
challenges were overcome. One challenge was that we
come from three different schools, each of which has its own character, but thanks to SERVIAM this
difference can be seen as a wealth that can enrich this committee. Of course this activity could take place
because of the support of the Ursuline Sisters, the teachers who are also involved as volunteers in the
midst of their busy teaching, as well as the staff who divide their time between their duties and
responsibilities.
On Saturday, March 20, 2021, the SERVIAM Vaccination
Center was finally opened. This center is open to firstly the
elderly with a minimum age of 60 years old but it is now
developing according to government regulations. This
center will be open until June 10, 2021. It's quite a long
time. Vaccines are provided by the government, who
guarantees the availability of vaccines for those who get
the first and second vaccine at the SERVIAM Vaccination
Center. It is hoped that this Center can serve 500 people
per day. This Vaccination Center is located at Santa Ursula
School, Jakarta and runs from Monday - Friday from 08.00 - 13.00. It is closed on Saturdays and Sundays
and national holidays. Considering the lay-out of this school it is very possible for the elderly, with easy
access to wheelchairs.

This pandemic is a humanitarian challenge so tackling it must also be seen from a humanitarian
perspective as well, Cardinal Suharyo commented, when he visited the SERVIAM Vaccination Center. He
hopes that the SERVIAM spirit will continue to exist in the nation's generation! This center has been
visited also by the Indonesian Minister of Health, Deputy Minister of Health, Deputy Chairperson of the
People's Consultative Assembly and Presidential Special Staff for people with disabilities, the Mayor of
Central Jakarta, the Head of the District and the head of the
local area. They appreciate our willingness to serve the
community. The openness of the SERVIAM Vaccination Center
accepts all levels of society regardless of religious, economic,
racial status, etc. Appreciation also came from the vaccine
recipients. They really appreciate this center because the health
workers are very professional, the flow is very regular and the
volunteers are very friendly and really helpful.

The committee believe that the project’s success has only
been possible through God’s grace and at the morning
celebration of the Eucharist each day, everyone asks for
God’s blessings on their efforts and intentions.
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